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is difficult to estimate.   But as the villagers do not go
to the town very often, it is thus limited.
6. AGENT BOATS AS PRODUCERS' SELLING AGENT
One important feature of the agent boat is that it
does not make any profit as a buying agent of the con-
sumers. Similarly passengers do not pay any fare
(except that the young men are obliged to row the boat).
The gift given by the town stores are far from enough
to provide the agent with a living. The agents obtain
their reward by acting as the selling agents of the
producers.
The process of selling requires much skill and
knowledge of the market which the villagers do not
necessarily possess. When they sell their produce,
they rely on the agents. The agents are constantly
in touch with the collectors in the town and know every
detail about the different collectors. Because the col-
lectors are connected with different traders or weaving
factories they have particular preferences in what they
purchase. It is essential for the producers to get in
touch with the right collector for his particular produce.
Moreover, in collecting silk, there is an, accepted
practice by which the producer is allowed to add a
certain amount of cotton and water to the silk in order
to increase its weight. But if the conventional limit
is exceeded the collector will deduct from his payment
more than the weight of the cotton and the water added.
Therefore the expert advice of the agent is needed.
The agent will help the producer to bind the silk in a
proper way $o that the same amount and quality of
silk will yield the highest possible return. The pro-
ducer goes with the agent to the collector. But the
collector will recognize only the agent whose name

